
THE COURTS
Title 207—JUDICIAL

COURT
PART IV. COURT OF JUDICIAL DISCIPLINE

Court Sessions; Doc. No. 1 JD 94

Per Curiam:
Order

And Now, this 29th day of September, 2000, it is hereby
Ordered that the sessions of the Court of Judicial Disci-
pline shall be held in the year 2001 commencing as
follows:

January 16-18
April 23-25
June 18-20
October 22-24
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 00-1757. Filed for public inspection October 13, 2000, 9:00 a.m.]

Title 231—RULES OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE

PART I. GENERAL
[231 PA. CODE CHS. 200 AND 2220]

Proposed Amendments Governing Joinder of Par-
ties and Compulsory Nonsuit; Proposed Recom-
mendation No. 164

The Civil Procedural Rules Committee proposes the
amendment of the Rules of Civil Procedure governing
joinder of parties and compulsory nonsuit at trial. The
recommendation is being published to the bench and bar
for comments and suggestions prior to its submission to
the Supreme Court.

All communications in reference to the proposed recom-
mendation should be sent not later than November 10,
2000 to:

Harold K. Don, Jr., Esquire
Counsel

Civil Procedural Rules Committee
5035 Ritter Road, Suite 700

Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 17055
Or E-Mail to

civil.rules@supreme.court.state.pa.us
The Explanatory Comment which appears in connection

with the proposed recommendation has been inserted by
the Committee for the convenience of the bench and bar.
It will not constitute part of the rules nor will it be
officially adopted or promulgated by the Court.

Annex A

TITLE 231. RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

PART I. GENERAL

CHAPTER 200. BUSINESS OF COURTS
Rule 230.1. Compulsory Nonsuit at Trial.

Rule 230.1 is rescinded. New Rule 230.1 is promulgated
to read as follows:

Rule 230.1. Compulsory Nonsuit at Trial.
(a) (1) In an action involving only one plaintiff and one

defendant, the court, on oral motion of the defendant,
may enter a nonsuit on any and all causes of action if, at
the close of the plaintiff’s case on liability, the plaintiff
has failed to establish a right to relief.

(2) The court in deciding the motion shall consider only
evidence which was introduced by the plaintiff and any
evidence favorable to the plaintiff introduced by the
defendant prior to the close of the plaintiff’s case.

Official Note: Subdivision (a) changes the prior prac-
tice whereby the entry of a compulsory nonsuit was
precluded when any evidence had been presented by the
defendant.

If a motion for compulsory nonsuit is granted, the
plaintiff may file a written motion to remove the nonsuit.
See Rule 227.1

(b) In an action involving more than one plaintiff, the
court may not enter a compulsory nonsuit as to any
plaintiff until the close of the case of all the plaintiffs.

(c) In an action involving more than one defendant, the
court may not enter a nonsuit of any plaintiff prior to the
close of the case of all plaintiffs against all defendants.
The nonsuit may be entered in favor of

(1) all of the defendants, or
(2) any of the defendants who have moved for nonsuit

if all of the defendants stipulate on the record that no
evidence will be presented that would establish liability of
the defendant who has moved for the nonsuit.

Official Note: The term ‘‘defendants’’ includes addi-
tional defendants.

CHAPTER 2220. JOINDER OF PARTIES
Rule 2231. Effect of Joinder. Practice in General.

* * * * *

(f) [ A plaintiff or defendant need not be inter-
ested in obtaining or defending against all the
relief demanded. ] Rescinded.

(g) [ In an action in which plaintiffs have been
joined in the alternative

(1) a compulsory nonsuit shall not be entered
against any plaintiff until the close of the case of
all the plaintiffs;

(2) unless a compulsory nonsuit is entered
against all plaintiffs, the court, upon the conclusion
of the trial as to all parties, but not before, may
direct a verdict for any defendant against any
plaintiff who, upon all the evidence, regardless of
the party by whom offered, is not entitled to re-
cover. ] Rescinded.

Official Note: See rule 226(b) for the entry of a
directed verdict and Rule 230.1(b) for the entry of a
compulsory nonsuit.

(h) [ In an action in which defendants have been
joined in the alternative

(1) a compulsory nonsuit of any plaintiff in favor
of any or all of the defendants shall not be entered
prior to the close of the case of all plaintiffs against
all defendants;
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(2) unless a compulsory nonsuit is entered
against all plaintiffs as to all defendants, the court
upon the conclusion of the trial as to all parties,
but not before, may direct a verdict in favor of each
defendant as to whom the evidence, regardless of
the party by whom offered, does not warrant a
finding by the jury that such defendant is liable
jointly, severally or separately to any plaintiff. ]
Rescinded.

Official Note: See rule 226(b) for the entry of a
directed verdict and Rule 230.1(c) for the entry of a
compulsory nonsuit.

Explanatory Comment

Recommendation No. 164 proposes to revise the rules of
civil procedure governing joinder of parties and compul-
sory nonsuit.

I. Rule 230.1. Compulsory Nonsuit at Trial

1. New Rule 230.1

It is proposed that Rule 230.1 become a comprehensive
rule governing compulsory nonsuits. The provisions of
present Rule 230.1 which govern a compulsory nonsuit in
an action involving only one plaintiff and one defendant
would become subdivision (a) of new Rule 230.1.

The provisions of subdivisions (g) and (h) of Rule 2231
presently govern a compulsory nonsuit in ‘‘an action in
which plaintiffs have been joined in the alternative’’ and
‘‘an action in which defendants have been joined in the
alternative.’’ These provisions are transferred to new Rule
230.1 as subdivisions (b) and (c) but with the deletion of
the reference to parties joined in the alternative. Rather,
the new provisions apply to ‘‘an action involving more
than one plaintiff ’’ and ‘‘an action involving more than
one defendant.’’ The new rule is of broader general
application

The final two sentences of present Rule 230.1, ‘‘If the
motion is not granted, the trial shall proceed. If the
motion is granted, the plaintiff may file a written motion
for the removal of the nonsuit,’’ are not retained in the
new rule. However, this does not represent a change in
practice. The first sentence has been not been retained
since it is a statement of an obvious principle. The
provision contained in the second sentence is already
governed by Rule 227.1 and a cross-reference to Rule
227.1 is included in the Note following subdivision (a)(2)
of new Rule 230.1.

2. Effect of Introduction of Evidence by Defendant

The proposed amendments to Rule 230.1(a) provide
that if the defendant presents evidence prior to the close
of the plaintiff’s case, the court shall consider, in addition
to the plaintiff’s evidence, only that defense evidence
which is ‘‘favorable to the plaintiff.’’

This proposed change is designed to modify the current
practice under which the entry of a compulsory nonsuit
must be ‘‘before any evidence on behalf of the defendant
has been introduced.’’ The situation arises in which a
defense witness, of necessity, must be taken out of
sequence and heard prior to the close of the plaintiff’s
case because of the unavailability of a defense witness to
testify during the defendant’s case. Under the current
practice, if a defense witness is heard during the plain-
tiff’s case the court is prohibited from entering a compul-
sory nonsuit.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in Harnish v.
School District of Philadelphia, 557 Pa. 160, 732 A.2d 596

(1999) recently observed that the rule might have been
written differently, 557 Pa. at 165, 732 A.2d at 599:

If the rule had been intended to permit a court to
consider a nonsuit even after the defendant has
introduced evidence, presumably the rule could have
expressed that although a nonsuit may be granted
after defendant has introduced evidence, the court
must consider only plaintiff’s evidence as if no evi-
dence had been introduced by the defendant.
Quoting from Atlantic Richfield Co. v. Razumic, 480 Pa.

366, 390 A.2d 736 (Pa. 1978), the Supreme Court stated
the rationale for the present rule:

‘‘A motion for compulsory nonsuit allows a defen-
dant to test the sufficiency of a plaintiff’s evi-
dence. . . . To assure that the trial court considers the
motion only on the basis of evidence favorable to the
plaintiff, the Act expressly limits the court’s authority
to grant a nonsuit to those instances where a defen-
dant has ‘‘offered no evidence.’’
However, as the Supreme Court noted in the Harnish

case, ‘‘[t]here are many situations in which reviewing
courts simply rely on trial courts to ignore improper
evidence and accept the trial court’s statement that such
evidence was not considered.’’ 557 Pa. at 165, 732 A.2d at
599.

The proposal does not change the nature of the motion
for compulsory nonsuit. It would remain a means of
testing the sufficiency of the plaintiff’s evidence at the
close of the plaintiff’s case. The new Rule does, however,
ameliorate the problem set forth above. Otherwise, once
the plaintiff’s case has ended and the defendant’s case
has begun, the defendant’s remedy will continue to be a
motion for a directed verdict.

3. Defendants entitled to nonsuit
Present Rule 2231(h) provides for the entry of a nonsuit

‘‘in favor of any or all of the defendants.’’ This language is
inappropriate since under the present rule, as Goodrich-
Amram 2d § 2231(h):1 points out, while a nonsuit may be
entered in favor of all defendants, a nonsuit may not be
entered in favor of fewer than all defendants:

But if the plaintiff makes out a prima facie case
against one or more of the defendants, then, as a
practical matter, there will be no nonsuit proceedings
at all. No motion can be made by the defendants
until all their evidence is in. This is, of course not a
nonsuit, but a motion for a directed verdict.
New Rule 230.1(c) reflects this situation by continuing

to provide that the court can enter a nonsuit in favor of
all defendants. However, the rule adds the innovation
that the court can enter judgment in favor of fewer than
all defendants only ‘‘if all of the defendants stipulate on
the record that no evidence will be presented that would
establish liability of the defendant who has moved for the
nonsuit.’’
II. Rule 2231. Effect of Joiner. Practice in General.

The proposed recommendation affects Rule 2231 in
three respects: First, subdivision (f) of Rule 2231 provides
that ‘‘A plaintiff or defendant need not be interested in
obtaining or defending against all the relief demanded.’’
The subdivision has been described in Goodrich Amram
§ 2231(f):1 as ‘‘an unnecessary statement of an obvious
rule’’ and will be rescinded.

Second, as noted above, the substance of subdivisions
(g)(1) and (h)(1) governing compulsory nonsuits has been
transferred to new subdivisions (b) and (c) of new Rule
230.1.
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Third, present subdivisions (g)(2) and (h)(2) of Rule
2231 which govern directed verdicts in cases involving
plaintiffs and defendants joined in the alternative will be
rescinded as well. However, unlike the nonsuit provisions,
they will not be carried over to Rule 226(b) governing
directed verdicts generally. These provisions, which per-
mit the court to direct a verdict ‘‘upon conclusion of the
trial as to all parties, but not before,’’ are unnecessary in
light of the existing language of Rule 226(b) which
provides ‘‘At the close of all the evidence, the trial judge

may direct a verdict upon the oral or written motion of
any party.’’

By the Civil Procedural Rules Committee
REA BOYLAN THOMAS,

Chair
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 00-1758. Filed for public inspection October 13, 2000, 9:00 a.m.]
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